Hydrophobic nanoporous materials immersed in water offer a unique opportunity to store ("molecular springs"), transform, or dissipate (dampers) energy ([@r1][@r2][@r3][@r4][@r5][@r6]--[@r7]). By increasing the hydrostatic pressure, water is forced to wet the hydrophobic pores, thus accumulating surface energy. This storage mechanism is very effective and compact thanks to the enormous surface area per unit mass characterizing nanoporous materials and the high surface tension of water. On the other hand, when the pressure is lowered, water is expelled from the pores, and (part of) the stored energy is released ([@r3]). Hysteresis between these intrusion and extrusion processes can be significant, especially when the pore diameter is several nanometers ([@r5], [@r8]); the related energy dissipation due to the distinct mechanisms of water intrusion and confined vapor nucleation makes these materials efficient vibration dampers, which are weakly frequency-dependent.

The performance of the molecular springs and dampers described above hinges on the peculiar phase behavior of water in extreme confinement. The two relevant phenomena are the intrusion of liquid water inside the pores and its extrusion due to the nucleation of a vapor phase within them (cavitation); the conditions at which these transitions happen strongly depend on the size and on the chemical composition of the confining material. For instance, the vapor phase cannot be restored at positive pressure in alumina membranes with pore diameters of $20$ nm to $200$ nm ([@r9]), in hydrophilic channels ([@r10]), or in some kind of zeolites ([@r3]), precluding their use in energy applications. The intrusion pressure of water in pores of several nanometers is still well described by the macroscopic Kelvin--Laplace equation ([@r9], [@r11]); however, for smaller nanopores, significant deviations from this law are expected due to various nanoscale effects ([@r12], [@r13]). On the other hand, the nucleation of a vapor cavity is typically a thermally activated event which happens only at very negative pressures: *ca*. $- 120$ MPa in bulk, ultrapure water ([@r14]). However, hydrophobic confinement dramatically accelerates cavitation ([@r15]), making it possible to observe liquid extrusion even at positive pressures ([@r13], [@r16][@r17]--[@r18]). This is the case for hydrophobic nanopores ([@r5], [@r6]) in which cavitation was observed for pressures larger than $10$ MPa with nucleation rates of *ca*. $1$ Hz (see also ref. [@r7]). In summary, the intrusion/extrusion pressure hysteresis defines both the applicability and the efficiency of a given heterogeneous system: as small as possible hysteresis for energy storage, and pronounced hysteresis for energy dissipation. Combined with the ability of molecular springs to operate under unprecedented frequencies, hysteresis vs. compression--decompression speed dependence becomes critically important for practical use. This work offers a microscopic understanding of the physics of intrusion, extrusion, and hysteresis in hydrophobic nanopores, thus paving the way for the design of molecular springs by tuning their physical and chemical properties.

Both intrusion and extrusion in nanopores are difficult to characterize in detail via experiments; theoretical and simulation studies are the tool of choice for understanding the microscopic aspects of these processes and interpreting the global quantities that can actually be measured. For instance, typical experiments are able to measure nucleation rates at different thermodynamic conditions (pressure and temperature) and in different confining geometries. Since nucleation rates depend exponentially on thermodynamic properties, cavitation experiments have been used as exponentially sensitive probes for elusive quantities, such as line tension ([@r5]) and curvature corrections to surface tension ([@r19]). However, a nucleation theory is needed to interpret the experimental (or simulation) results, i.e., to relate the nucleation rates to the quantities to be measured. Typically this connection is done via the classical nucleation theory ([@r20], [@r21]) (CNT) or extensions thereof able to deal with confined nucleation ([@r4]). However, issues may arise due to the path discontinuity observed in CNT in confined geometries ([@r4], [@r5], [@r22]). This flaw can be ascribed to the use of a single order parameter defined in terms of the volume of the new phase which is implicit in CNT ([@r23]) (see also refs. [@r24] and [@r25]). Even more importantly, many nanoscale effects which become crucial in such extreme confinement are neglected in CNT: fluctuations, diffusion of the interface, line tension, curvature dependence of surface tensions, etc. Here these limitations are overcome by using molecular dynamics (MD) in combination with a specialized technique that is able to tackle rare events and to reveal the intrusion and nucleation mechanisms.

At variance with previous atomistic simulations focusing, e.g., on the hydrophobic effect ([@r16], [@r26][@r27][@r28][@r29][@r30][@r31][@r32]--[@r33]), here we use the string method in collective variables (CVs) ([@r34]), which allows us to describe the nucleation process in terms of the density field, avoiding the limitations of a single order parameter. This approach gives access to the detailed nucleation mechanism, i.e., a sequence of snapshots of the density field along the transition, and to the complete free-energy profile for nucleation. This information is crucial (*i*) for comparing with macroscopic ([@r4]) or density functional theories ([@r35]) and (*ii*) for identifying nonclassical effects on nucleation such as the contribution of line terms. We use the TIP4P/2005 ([@r36]) model of water which captures relevant properties of liquid water close to ambient conditions, most importantly the surface tension ([@r37]). Concerning the solid, a variety of materials is considered in experiments and applications, including silicates ([@r5], [@r8], [@r38][@r39][@r40][@r41]--[@r42]), zeolites ([@r3], [@r43], [@r44]), and metal--organic frameworks ([@r7], [@r45], [@r46]); here, rather than reproducing the detailed structure of a specific material ([@r47]), we focus on the phenomena which are generic of nanoconfined water by simulating a nanopore excavated from a simple hydrophobic crystalline material. Nanopores of diameters ranging from mesopores ($2.6$ nm) to micropores ($1.9$ and $1.2$ nm) are addressed.

In summary, hydrophobic nanoporous materials show promise both for technological applications and as powerful probes of physical quantities at the nanoscale. However, the missing piece for understanding and controlling these phenomena is a detailed microscopic description of water behavior in extreme hydrophobic confinement. Here we provide, via MD, a comprehensive picture of water intrusion and extrusion in hydrophobic nanopores, revealing three conspicuous nanoscale effects: a reduced nucleation barrier due to line effects, a significant increase of the intrusion pressure compared with the macroscopic Kelvin--Laplace prediction, and a sharp reduction of the intrusion/extrusion hysteresis in micropores with diameters below $1.2$ nm. Simulations show that hysteresis increases with frequency and decreases with the pore size, in agreement with experimental results on a variety of nanoporous materials. A simple interpretation of these behaviors in kinetic and geometric terms is proposed.

Results {#s1}
=======

The main system we simulate consists of a single cylindrical nanopore of finite extent excavated from a hydrophobic matrix immersed in TIP4P/2005 water ([@r36]) ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The characteristics of the pore are chosen to capture the salient features of hydrophobic mesopores, e.g., MCM-41 (Mobil Composition of Matter 41) reported in the literature ([@r5]). The solid--oxygen interactions are of the Lennard-Jones type, described by the pair potential $V_{LJ} = {\, 4\varepsilon\left\lbrack {{({\sigma/r})}^{12} - {c{({\sigma/r})}^{6}}} \right\rbrack}$, where $\varepsilon$ and $\sigma$ set the characteristic energy and range of the interaction, respectively, $r$ is the distance between two particles, and $c$ modulates the attractive tail to render the desired Young contact angle $\theta_{Y}$. A nanopore with a diameter $D = \, 2.6$ nm is excavated from the bulk crystalline material, which is characterized by $\theta_{Y} = 119^{\circ}$ \[as computed from independent simulations of a drop on a planar substrate ([Fig. S1](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"})\]. At the simulated conditions, $T = \, 300$ K and $P = P_{coex}$, where $P_{coex}$ is the two-phase bulk coexistence pressure, the TIP4P/2005 water model has a surface tension of $0.069$ N/m very close to the experimental value of $0.072$ N/m ([@r37]). (Since, for the present phenomena, it is the deviation ${\Delta P} \equiv {P - P_{coex}}$ from the coexistence pressure that matters and since, for water at $300$ K, $P_{coex} \approx \, 0$ MPa, we will often refer to $\Delta P$ simply as "pressure"; this word choice also reflects the fact that the only experimental control parameter is the liquid pressure.)

![System used in the atomistic string calculations; it comprises a nanopore excavated from a hydrophobic Lennard-Jones crystal and *ca*. $13,000$ TIP4P/2005 molecules. (*Left*) The coarse-grained density field of water is computed on a grid of $4 \times 4 \times 10$ cubic cells with the sides measuring *ca*. $7$ Å (yellow lines). Further details on the simulations and on the string method are found in [*Supporting Information*](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. (*Right*) Definition of the pore diameter $D$ adopted here, based on the center of the last wall atoms.](pnas.1714796114fig01){#fig01}

The string method in CVs ([@r34]), when combined with MD, allows identification of the most probable transition path in high-dimensional, rough free-energy landscapes (see, e.g., ref. [@r48]). CVs are convenient descriptors of the state of the system in macroscopic terms; for wetting and nucleation, a natural CV is the coarse-grained density field ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) which, at the same time, avoids the artifacts due to considering a single CV (qualitative and quantitative deviations from the actual path and free energy, typically detectable as jumps and discontinuities; see the discussion in refs. [@r23] and [@r25] and [Fig. S2](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and allows making a direct contact with density functional theory and with CNT (cf. refs. [@r49] and [@r50]). Other methods, such as umbrella sampling ([@r51]) or temperature-accelerated MD ([@r52]), involve the direct reconstruction of the free-energy landscape, followed by a search for the most probable path; since the simulation time scales exponentially with the dimension of the landscape ([@r53]), these approaches become impracticable for the current CV.

The path identified by the string method is reported in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and in [Movie S1](#d35e775){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; this is the most probable sequence of densities for the nucleation of a vapor bubble and for the opposite process of water intrusion. (Since, in the string method, as in CNT, the thermally activated event is assumed to happen quasistatically, the sequence of densities in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} is the same for both forward and backward processes. Based on symmetry arguments, one could conceive that a symmetric path is followed during the intrusion process; this path, however, is connected with a higher free-energy barrier, as suggested by the dot-dashed lines in [Fig. S2](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.) Each density field is computed from a (restrained) MD simulation ([@r34]) and thus contains the complete atomistic information. Starting from the fully wet configuration, it is seen that the vapor bubble initially forms on a wall and gradually expands along the pore walls. The bubble is nonaxisymmetric and, in the first phase, it takes up a shape that minimizes surface free energy, i.e., with constant mean curvature. However, as its size approaches that of the pore, the bubble becomes more elongated toward the opposite wall, with a shape similar to a wedge. The small capillary neck then breaks, promoting the formation of a pore-spanning vapor bubble. This configuration corresponds to the transition state (TS), i.e., the free-energy maximum of the activated process which defines the free-energy barrier and the activated kinetics. The two newly formed menisci rapidly become axisymmetric and proceed toward the pore ends. In the final equilibrium configuration, the two menisci are pinned at the two ends of the pore.

![Most probable path for the extrusion process computed via the string method in CVs (see also [Movie S1](#d35e775){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For visualization purposes, the Gibbs dividing surface corresponding to the isosurface $\rho = {\rho_{l}/2}$ is shown. Under the assumption that the process is quasistatic, the most probable intrusion process is obtained by inverting the direction of the arrows.](pnas.1714796114fig02){#fig02}

[Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} compares the characteristics of the paths obtained via the string method and CNT ([@r4]). In particular, in order to give a quantitative indicator of the regularity of the path, the distance ${d{(V_{v,i})}} = \sqrt{\int{d^{3}r{({{\rho{(\text{𝒓},V_{v,{i + 1}})}} - {\rho{(\text{𝒓},V_{v,i})}}})}^{2}}}$ between two successive density configurations (identified by the bubble volumes $V_{v,i}$ and $V_{v,{i + 1}}$, respectively) is compared for the string and CNT paths. It is seen that, while the string method yields a continuous process, CNT, like other approaches based on a single CV, has a significant density jump in correspondence of the TS. As a consequence of this discontinuity, which is physically impossible for a continuous nucleation process, the predictions for the TS ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and for the free-energy barriers depart from the string one ([Fig. S2](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The main conceptual difference between the two approaches is that the string seeks the most probable path in the density space, while CNT-like approaches minimize surface energy independently for each configuration along the path, i.e., the CNT path consists of a sequence of minimal surfaces enclosing a prescribed bubble volume ([Fig. S3](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the first and last stages of extrusion, the two paths are very similar; the corresponding interfaces are in the shape of a hyperbolic saddle delimiting a nonaxisymmetric bubble and two axisymmetric menisci, respectively ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Since, in CNT, the path is a juxtaposition of these two morphologies, the TS occurs where the hyperbolic saddle cannot be accommodated anymore within the pore ([@r4]). At this point, there is a discontinuous jump to the two-menisci morphology, which is reflected in a jump in the free energy ([Fig. S2](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The atomistic string method, instead, yields intermediate morphologies between the two limiting ones, allowing for a continuous transition dynamics and free energy. As a consequence, the bubble morphologies at the TS are significantly different ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). As will be discussed in [*Discussion*](#s2){ref-type="sec"}, it is crucial for a nucleation theory to correctly capture the shape of the bubble at the TS and the related free energy, because these features determine the free-energy barriers and the kinetics of the process.

![(*Upper*) Distance between consecutive density configurations along the discretized path for the atomistic string (black) and for the CNT path (red). The CNT results are obtained via Surface Evolver ([@r65]) calculations similar to those in refs. [@r4] and [@r5] ([Figs. S2](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Note that the final volume is different in the two cases due to excluded volume effects in the atomistic simulations. (*Lower*) The TS configurations in the (*Left*) atomistic and (*Right*) CNT cases.](pnas.1714796114fig03){#fig03}

The string method also gives access to the free energy $\Omega$ along the nucleation process (see, e.g., ref. [@r23] for additional details), which is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} as a function of the bubble volume $V_{v}$. The free-energy profile is formed by two different regions: The first (I) is related to cavitation and spans, approximately, from the fully wet state up to the free-energy maximum (TS); the second (II) goes from the TS to the evaporated state. In the cavitation region, the free energy gently grows and is characterized by a downward concavity; the maximum is also smooth and is within a few $k_{B}T$ from the other points, where $k_{B}$ is the Boltzmann constant. Closely following the TS, the free energy has a linear trend, which corresponds to the formation of the two axisymmetric menisci. At two-phase bulk coexistence ($T = \, 300$ K and ${\Delta P} = \, 0$), the evaporated state at $V_{v} \approx \, 17.5$ Å^3^ is the thermodynamically stable one, i.e., the absolute minimum.

![Free-energy profiles at $T = \, 300$ K and ${\Delta P} = \, 0$ obtained via the atomistic string (blue symbols), via modified CNT (dashed orange line), and via modified CNT with terms proportional to the triple line and using an effective contact angle (green line). The two regions related to cavitation of the critical bubble (I) and to the sliding of two symmetric menisci (II) are indicated. "Modified CNT" free-energy profiles are obtained relaxing its third assumption, i.e., using the path calculated from the string isosurfaces shown in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. Nanoscale effects are further added by considering an effective "line tension" (i.e., a term proportional to the triple line) $\tau = {- {1.1 \cdot 10^{- 11}}}$ N and an effective contact angle $\theta_{eff} = 129^{\circ}$ in [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Additional comparisons with standard CNT and variations thereof are shown in [Fig. S2](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](pnas.1714796114fig04){#fig04}

Discussion {#s2}
==========

The results of the atomistic string calculations---the path in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and the free-energy profile in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}---contain detailed microscopic information on the thermodynamics and kinetics of the intrusion and extrusion processes of water in hydrophobic nanoporous materials. In this section, we compare them with CNT predictions and with additional in silico experiments on microporous materials with $D = \, 1.9$ and $1.2$ nm, identifying three important nonclassical effects: (*i*) reduced cavitation free-energy barrier due to line effects, leading to an accelerated extrusion of water; (*ii*) increased intrusion pressure due to extreme hydrophobic confinement; and (*iii*) hysteresis suppression in the intrusion/extrusion isotherms for microporous materials with $D \leq 1.2$ nm.

Although these results are obtained for a somewhat idealized pore, the physical effects described are fairly general and explain experimental results for a broad class of nanoporous materials as demonstrated by [Figs. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}.

![(*A*) Hysteresis cycle for a thought intrusion/extrusion experiment on the $D = \, 2.6$-nm pore; the pressure is varied between the intrusion value $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$ and the extrusion one, $\Delta P_{ext}^{sp}$ (black lines). The plot is constructed by adding a term $\Delta PV_{v}$ to the atomistic free-energy profile at ${\Delta P} = \, 0$ in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and by computing the spinodal pressures; the compressibility of the liquid and of the pore walls is not taken into account, resulting in a rectangular cycle (only the values of the pressure at the plateaus are actually computed; rounded angles help visualization). On the $x$ axis, the bubble volume $V_{v}$ is normalized with the maximum value such that it ranges from $0$ (fully wet pore) to $1$ (vapor bubble occupying the nanopore). The pressures at which intrusion (top plateau) and extrusion (lower plateau) happen for fixed experimental times $t$ are computed inverting [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to obtain the intrusion and extrusion barriers $\Delta\Omega^{\dagger}{({\Delta P})}$ corresponding to the prescribed $t$ (colored lines). (*B*) Energy $E_{d}$ dissipated per cycle as a function of the frequency, from refs. [@r6], [@r38], [@r39], and [@r45] and from *A*. Experimental data, which are available over a limited range of frequencies, were originally given in different units, which required estimates of the porosity ([@r38], [@r39]) or interpolation of $\Delta P_{int}$ and $\Delta P_{ext}$ ([@r45]). We remark that experiments are performed on different materials, temperatures, and, for some of them ([@r38]), $E_{d}$ refers to the entire device.](pnas.1714796114fig05){#fig05}

![(*A*) Intrusion/extrusion cycle for a nanopore with $D = \, 1.2$ nm showing reduced hysteresis. The black and red curves are computed from an in silico experiment in which the pressure is changed in steps of $12.5$ MPa and allowed to stabilize for at least $3$ ns; the average value of vapor filling is obtained by discarding the initial steps in which pressure is varied. The dashed green line is an illustration of the same experiment as predicted by classical theories: The intrusion pressure calculated via [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} yields ${\Delta P_{int}^{KL}} = \, 111$ MPa. The classical extrusion spinodal pressure $\left. \rightarrow{- \infty} \right.$ because the related macroscopic barrier never vanishes: The "classical" intrusion/extrusion cycle is actually not closed for finite pressures. (*B*) Intrusion and extrusion cycle for MCM-41 from ref. [@r4]. The intrusion and extrusion pressures for the largest and smallest pore diameters are indicated as $\Delta P_{{int}/{ext}}^{\min}$ and $\Delta P_{{int}/{ext}}^{\max}$, respectively, showing a decrease in the hysteresis with the size of the nanopores.](pnas.1714796114fig06){#fig06}

Concerning cavitation, it is useful to briefly introduce the kinetics of thermally activated events and CNT to put the discussion in a clear theoretical framework. The average time $t$ which one has to wait for a sufficiently large thermal fluctuation to overcome the free-energy barrier is given by ([@r21])$$t = {t_{0}{\exp\left( \frac{\Delta\Omega^{\dagger}}{k_{B}T} \right)},}$$where $\Delta\Omega^{\dagger}$ is the free-energy barrier of the thermally activated event and $t_{0}$ is a prefactor setting its timescale; it can be conservatively assumed to be an atomic timescale $t_{0} \approx 10^{- 11}$ s ([@r5]). With this estimate for $t_{0}$ and with the value for the extrusion barrier in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, ${\Delta\Omega^{\dagger}} = {{\, 10}k_{B}T}$, [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} yields $t \approx \, 200$ ns, which explains the observation of "spontaneous" extrusion within the duration of the experiment of ref. [@r5].

Typical experiments on hydrophobic nanoporous materials consist of intrusion/extrusion cycles obtained by increasing and then decreasing the liquid pressure over a broad range. The duration of such experiments, typically above $0.01$ s ([@r6]), is much longer than the atomistic time required to relax the system to the local minimum; it is therefore possible to interpret such experiments in terms of a quasistatic process in which the system relaxes to the local minimum of the free energy at the current pressure ([@r54]). Starting from the string data of [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, which are at ${\Delta P} = \, 0$, we construct a similar thought experiment, for which one needs the free-energy minima and the free-energy barriers at different pressures. This information can be reliably obtained by adding the term $\Delta P\, V_{v}$ to the free-energy profile of [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} ([@r22], [@r49], [@r55][@r56]--[@r57]); this procedure effectively tilts the free-energy profile. From these profiles at ${\Delta P} \neq \, 0$, the minima for each pressure (related to the fully wet and evaporated state) are easily identified, which coincide with the vertical lines in [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}. These states exist as long as there is a free-energy barrier separating them from the other state; the intrusion and extrusion barriers disappear at the spinodal pressures $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$ and $\Delta P_{ext}^{sp}$, respectively (horizontal black lines in [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}; the meaning of the other lines with different colors will be explained in the next paragraph). The intrusion and extrusion curves of the thought experiments on the $\Delta P$--$V_{v}$ plane are constructed by joining the black horizontal and vertical lines counterclockwise ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), which reflects the fact that experiments are usually started at low pressures in the evaporated state, and then the pressure is increased (vertical line at vapor filling $1$) until there is a sudden transition to the fully wet state (horizontal line at $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$). The extrusion phase consists in decreasing the pressure from this point (vertical line at vapor filling $0$) until $\Delta P_{ext}^{sp}$ is reached and the cycle closes. The thought intrusion/extrusion cycle of [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} shows that, for $D = \, 2.6$ nm, there is a large hysteresis loop between ${\Delta P_{int}^{sp}} = 85$ MPa and ${\Delta P_{ext}^{sp}} = {- 22}$ MPa.

The intrusion/extrusion cycle represented by the black curve of [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} is a limit one, in which the transitions from the evaporated state to the fully wet one and vice versa happen at the spinodals $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$ and $\Delta P_{ext}^{sp}$. This implies that the cycle must be performed in a time comparable to the microscopic timescale of the spinodal transition, which is of the order of the prefactor $t_{0}$ in [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. To facilitate the connection with experiments that take a (longer) fixed time, e.g., those in which a frequency is imposed by a moving piston ([@r6], [@r38], [@r39], [@r45], [@r58]), we consider an intrusion/extrusion cycle with generic duration $t$. For such a case, the observed intrusion and extrusion phenomena can be described by [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}; inverting $t$ yields the intrusion and extrusion barriers $\Delta\Omega^{\dagger}{({\Delta P})}$ corresponding to the pressures $\Delta P_{int}$ and $\Delta P_{ext}$ at which the experimental system is expected to experience intrusion or extrusion, respectively ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these calculations, [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} shows that the intrusion/extrusion curves are expected to exhibit a decrease of hysteresis with increasing duration of the experiment (decreasing frequency): e.g., for $t = \, 10$ s, ${\Delta P_{ext}} = \, 60$ MPa and ${\Delta P_{int}} = \, 70$ MPa. This behavior reflects the fact that, while the spinodals correspond to the maximum and minimum pressures at which a metastable state can exist, at finite times, one moves toward the thermodynamic limit $\left. t\rightarrow\infty \right.$ in which the system is always found in the thermodynamically stable state and a single curve for intrusion and extrusion exists. While both the intrusion and extrusion processes are, in principle, thermally activated (see figure 4.4 of ref. [@r45] referring to the microporous ZIF-8, Zeolitic Imidazolate Framework 8), for the considered mesopore, the free-energy barrier for extrusion is less sensitive to pressure changes ([Fig. S4](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which explains why significant changes of $\Delta P_{ext}$ are caused by varying the duration of the experiment while $\Delta P_{int}$ is (almost) constant. This asymmetry is physically related to the fact that, due to the minuscule volume of the critical bubble, the extrusion barrier is dominated by surface terms while the intrusion barrier sensitively depends on the pressure due to the larger vapor volumes connected to the evaporated state ([Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). This trend is consistent with the experiments of refs. [@r5] and [@r6] in which $D \approx \, 2$ nm pores are considered.

The time-varying hysteresis loops reported in [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} have important repercussions on applications: The dissipated energy $E_{d}$ per cycle---the area within the hysteresis loop---depends on the applied frequency; in particular, damping becomes more effective at higher frequencies. [Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} compares the simulation results with experimental data available in the literature, for a variety of nanoporous materials \[silica gel ([@r38], [@r39]), MCM-41, SBA15 (Santa Barbara Amorphous 15), and HMS (Hexagonal Mesoporous Silica) ([@r6]), and ZIF-8 ([@r45])\]. The theoretical prediction based on [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is that $E_{d} \propto {- {\ln t}}$, which captures the reported experimental trends. Since, however, the frequencies explored in experiments are usually within a limited range, the weakly time-dependent $E_{d}$ can often be considered constant.

To connect the experimental values of the extrusion time $t$ with the various contributions to the free-energy barrier in [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, a nucleation theory is needed (for instance, in ref. [@r5], this procedure is used for estimating the line tension of water). The standard one is CNT and extensions thereof, all of which are based on three main assumptions: (*i*) The interfaces between phases are sharp and bulk properties valid up to the dividing surface; (*ii*) the process happens quasistatically; and (*iii*) the order parameter for the transition is the bubble volume ([@r23]). It is worth remarking that the third assumption gives rise to the discontinuous behavior shown in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. S2](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For sharp-interface models, like CNT, the excess free energy for forming a (confined) bubble of volume $V_{v}$ is$$\Omega = {{\Delta PV_{v}} + {\gamma_{lv}{({A_{lv} + {\cos{\theta_{Y}A_{sv}}}})},}}$$where $\gamma_{lv}$ is the liquid--vapor (LV) surface tension, $A_{lv}$ and $A_{sv}$ are the areas of the LV and solid--vapor interfaces, respectively, and $\theta_{Y}$ is the Young contact angle.

Equipped with [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we now attempt to relax the third assumption of CNT. For this purpose, we extract the geometrical parameters in [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} from the atomistic path shown in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}; the missing thermodynamic parameters ($\Delta P$, $\gamma_{lv}$, and $\theta_{Y}$) are measured via independent MD simulations. By plugging these quantities into [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it is possible to compute the sharp-interface free energy of the bubble configurations belonging to the correct path and compare them directly with the atomistic results. Summarizing, this modified CNT estimate is consistent with assumptions *i* and *ii* of CNT but eliminates the third assumption, using the "correct," most probable transition path. [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} reports the CNT estimate of the free energy via [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} (orange line), which can be compared against the one computed directly via atomistic calculations (blue symbols). Since the two free energies are calculated along the same path, it is possible to identify precisely which effects are nonclassical, i.e., deviate from assumptions *i* and *ii* of the CNT and are due to genuine nanoscale effects.

The first prominent nonclassical effect, which is observed in region I, is a significant reduction of the free-energy barrier of the atomistic case compared with the CNT prediction. This phenomenon has been reported in experiments, in which nucleation kinetics was found to be much faster than expected from CNT ([@r5]). [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} allows interpretation of this accelerated kinetics as a reduction of the free-energy barriers; in ref. [@r5], a term proportional to the length of the triple line, $\tau l_{tl}$, was added to [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, with a negative line tension $\tau$. From the simulated path, we are able to compute $l_{tl}$ ([Fig. S5](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and verify directly this hypothesis. Due to the intricate contact of the asymmetric bubble with the pore walls, $l_{tl}$ varies dramatically and reaches its maximum in region I, while it remains constant in region II in which two identical menisci slide along the pore. [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} shows that, by adding the term $\tau l_{tl}$ to [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} with a value $\tau = {- {1.1 \cdot 10^{- 11}}}$ N, the barrier decreases to the actual value of $10$ $k_{B}T$ (green line). This value of $\tau$ is about one-half of the experimental estimate reported in ref. [@r5] for MCM-41, with the same negative sign. Given the different transition paths used for computing $\tau$ and the inevitable differences between the simulated system and the experiments, this accord is actually surprising. What is even more interesting is that an energy term proportional to the triple line length added to [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} not only matches the value of the barrier but also collapses the full sharp-interface free-energy profile on the atomistic one in region I. \[The value of $\tau$ computed above should be taken as an effective line tension, since there exist several nanoscale terms scaling with the length of the triple line ([@r59], [@r60]); furthermore, the initial bubbles are comparable in size to the width of the interface, which suggests, for the future, further investigations on the robustness of this extension of the CNT to the nanoscale.\]

The second important nonclassical effect concerns the intrusion pressure $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$, i.e., the pressure at which the intrusion free-energy barrier vanishes. The macroscopic estimate for $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$ is given by the Kelvin--Laplace equation,$${\Delta P_{int}^{KL}} = {4\frac{\gamma_{ls} - \gamma_{vs}}{D}} = {- 4\frac{\gamma_{lv}{\cos\theta_{Y}}}{D},}$$where $\gamma_{ls}$ and $\gamma_{vs}$ are the LS and the vapor--solid surface tensions, respectively, and the last equality is obtained by multiplying and dividing by $\gamma_{lv}$ to obtain the usual form with the Young contact angle ${\cos\theta_{Y}} = {{({\gamma_{vs} - \gamma_{ls}})}/\gamma_{lv}}$. [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} yields ${\Delta P_{int}^{KL}} = 51$ MPa, which is lower than the atomistic one (${\Delta P_{int}^{sp}} = \, 85$ MPa, computed from [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the first equality in [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the increase of $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$ in the nanopore can be interpreted in terms of variations of $D$ and $\gamma_{ls} - \gamma_{vs}$. On one hand, the short-range repulsion at the walls decreases the volume available to liquid water, effectively decreasing $D$ in [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([Fig. S6](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). On the other hand, the difference between the liquid--solid and vapor--solid surface tensions $\gamma_{ls} - \gamma_{vs}$ may depart from its macroscopic value due to the confined environment and to the different crystalline planes exposed within the excavated pore. It can be shown that $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$ is determined by the slope of the free-energy profile in region II of [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} ([@r55]). This linear trend in the free-energy profile results from the substitution of the vapor--solid interface with the liquid--solid one, which happens with the two symmetric menisci sliding along the pore without changing their shape. As a consequence, there is no appreciable variation in the free energy $\Omega$ associated with the LV interface term in [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The intrusion pressure is determined by $\gamma_{ls} - \gamma_{vs}$ and by $D$---quantities that are affected by the extreme confinement---but does not depend significantly on $\gamma_{lv}$.

We further test how $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$ scales with the dimension of the pore, by simulating intrusion in smaller pores with $D = \, 1.9$ nm and $D = \, 1.2$ nm ([Fig. S7](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is important, at these scales, to remark that the diameter is defined as the distance between the centers of two wall atoms across the nanopore ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). With this convention, $\Delta P_{int}^{sp}$ is always greater than the Kelvin--Laplace prediction. Careful analysis of the liquid density and of the wall potential within the pores underscores an increasing departure of both quantities from the case of a flat wall as the pore diameter approaches the nanometer ([Fig. S6](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While the bulk density is attained at the center of the pore with the largest diameter, wall layering dominates in the interior of the pores for the smaller diameters: Bulk liquid properties cannot be recovered. In particular, for $D = \, 1.2$ nm, the wall potential inside the pore is more attractive, resulting in an increased density peak of the first layer and a decreased density at the center of the pore, due to excluded volume effects.

The fact that it is more difficult to intrude liquid within nanopores has important consequences for porosimetry, which often relies on the measurement of $\Delta P_{int}$ for a nonwetting liquid such as mercury ([@r61], [@r62]). The use of the Kelvin--Laplace law to obtain the diameter implies that such measurements yield smaller values than the actual ones, with larger errors for smaller pores: The porosimetry results would be $1.6$, $1.1$, and $0.7$ nm for the pores here considered (provided that the macroscopic contact angle $\theta_{Y} = 119^{\circ}$ is used in [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which actually correspond to $2.6$, $1.9$, and $1.2$ nm, respectively. If, instead, the diameter is known from independent measurements or from the crystalline structure of the material, one can ponder whether the contact angle can be extracted from $\Delta P_{int}$. Since this quantity is determined by the slope ([@r55]) of the free-energy profile in region II of [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, one readily sees that the effective value of the contact angle that must be used in [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} to fit the atomistic data ($\theta_{eff} = 129^{\circ}$, green line) differs for the macroscopic value used in the modified CNT ($\theta_{Y} = 119^{\circ}$, orange line). These results underscore the fact that nanoscale measurements of $D$ or $\gamma_{vs} - \gamma_{ls}$ do not coincide with their precise definition based on the atomic positions: These are effective quantities which lump together different nanoscale effects. Similar intricacies concerning the determination of these quantities by interpreting porosimetry data via the Kelvin--Laplace law [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} were already pointed out in ref. [@r63] for the case of vapor adsorption.

The third nonclassical effect is concerned with the amplitude of the hysteresis cycles and therefore with the energy $E_{d}$ dissipated in an intrusion and extrusion cycle; for pores with $D = \, 2.6$ nm, $E_{d} = {\, 2 \cdot 10^{- 18}}$ J. This value, multiplied by the typical number of pores per gram, *ca*. $10^{19}$ \[obtained dividing the porous volume of MCM-41 ([@r6]) by the volume of the simulated pore\], yields a remarkable dissipation capacity on the order of $10$ J/g, which is comparable to the experimental values in [Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}. While, for realizing dampers, it is technologically advantageous to maximize $E_{d}$, for energy storage applications (molecular springs), the aim is that of minimizing the dissipated energy exploiting in full the high intrinsic efficiency of mechanical energy storage ([@r3], [@r7], [@r40], [@r41], [@r43], [@r46]).

To understand which physical parameters determine the behavior of a nanoporous material as a damper or as a spring, we simulated an intrusion/extrusion experiment on a much smaller nanopore with $D = \, 1.2$ nm which is excavated from the same bulk material ($\theta_{Y} = 119^{\circ}$). Results plotted in [Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} show that the pore diameter has a critical effect on the reversibility of the intrusion/extrusion cycle \[see also ref. [@r30]\], dramatically decreasing hysteresis down to, at most, $30$ MPa. This figure refers to microscopic timescales; hysteresis is expected to vanish for experimentally relevant durations of *ca*. $1$ s ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). This is the third nonclassical effect, which deviates from CNT in which the extrusion barrier never completely vanishes and $\Delta P_{ext}$ is never achieved ([Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} and refs. [@r15], [@r22]). Extrusion is facilitated in micropores due to the combination of excluded volume effects at the center of the pore ([Fig. S7](#d35e573){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and decreased size of the critical confined bubble. These two effects lower the extrusion free-energy barrier below a few $k_{B}T$, allowing the recovery of the capillary vapor at large positive pressures, *ca*. $151$ MPa, within the molecular time of our simulations ($t \approx \, 0.2$ ns). For micropores, these processes do not show the typical signature of thermally activated events, and extrusion happens as soon as the pressure is lowered.

Since, in MD, pores of different diameters can be excavated from the same material, it was possible to disentangle the size effect from that of the chemistry, which is difficult to achieve in experiments, which often imply changing the chemical structure of the material to achieve extreme confinement. However, indirect experimental evidence of this behavior can be deduced from model nanoporous materials such as MCM-41 in which (*i*) the pores are independent and perfectly cylindrical and (*ii*) the diameter has some degree of polidispersity ([@r64]). Owing to this pore size distribution, $\Delta P_{int}$ and $\Delta P_{ext}$ vary by more than $10$ MPa during the intrusion and extrusion phases (the pseudoplateaus in [Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}); assuming that the largest values (lowest) of $\Delta P_{int}$ and $\Delta P_{ext}$ correspond to the smallest (largest) pores, [Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} shows that pressure hysteresis continuously decreases from $21$ MPa to $17$ MPa when the pore diameter is decreased, consistent with the hysteresis reduction seen in the atomistic results of [Figs. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}.

These results suggest that, in order to obtain molecular springs, one of the physical parameters that can be varied is the pore size, with smaller diameters corresponding to lower hysteresis. At the same time, however, the $D = \, 1.2$-nm pore is characterized by a large intrusion pressure, *ca*. $170$ MPa. Given the opposite trends, a tradeoff between low dissipation and low intrusion pressure (which renders the nanoporous materials compatible with operational pressure conditions) must be made when designing actual materials.

Conclusions {#s3}
===========

Hydrophobic nanoporous materials have an enormous potential in energy applications but, at the same time, challenge the current knowledge on the phase behavior of water in extreme confinement. The present MD simulations of hydrophobic nanopores immersed in TIP4P/2005 water have revealed three conspicuous nanoscale effects in the intrusion and extrusion processes. The first is the acceleration of the nucleation process beyond the predictions of CNT; the reduction of nucleation free-energy barriers causes extrusion to occur at much larger pressures, even positive ones. We have been able to relate this effect to energetic terms proportional to the length of the triple line. The second effect is the increase of the intrusion pressure as compared to the macroscopic Kelvin--Laplace law, which can be ascribed to the extreme confinement of water inside the nanopore. The third effect we investigated concerns the role of the pore size when the matrix is made of the same material: As the pore diameter is decreased, hysteresis in the intrusion/extrusion curves decreases. Interestingly, by changing the diameter alone, it is possible to tune a nanoporous material from a highly dissipative one to a reversible means of storing energy: For microporous materials with $D \leq \, 1.2$ nm, hysteresis practically disappears and the nanoporous material is ideally suited as a molecular spring. The present simulations provide a microscopic interpretation for several experimental results, including the frequency ([@r6], [@r38], [@r39], [@r45], [@r58]) and size dependence ([@r4]) of intrusion/extrusion hysteresis, porosimetry measurements, and the determination of line tension.
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